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Abstract— As the passions towards two wheelers are 

increasing it is required to provide frequent updates in the 

vehicle. This updates makes people more passion towards 

two wheelers and it also increase the cost of the vehicle. If 

the cost of the vehicle is increased, security system in the 

vehicle should also be increased. The security system 

nowadays is a traditional one. It requires more updates it is 

reflected by the increasing statistics of theft. This project is 

proposed mainly to provide next level of security to system, 

in the existing two wheelers. In this project the security 

system was designed to provide control over the ignition of 

the vehicle. Based on the range of the RF device used, 

ignition system of the vehicle is operated. So only if the RF 

device comes in a certain range the vehicle can be ignited 

else the ignition system will get turned off. This project also 

provides a vast range of GPS tracking facility and it is made 

possible by using Digimesh topology. In order to replace 

GSM module, Digimesh device is used for transmission of 

data. It most probably overcomes all the difficulties of using 

GSM module like deactivation of SIM card, low balance in 

SIM card, misuse of SIM card, network problem etc., so it 

overcome the problems during tracking . As Digimesh 

topology is used the range of security system can extend as 

per requirement. It is designed also to provide security 

against unauthorised removal of the device. It also reduces 

the cost during its operation of tracking the device. So the 

entire system can be made more secure without inference of 

peoples comfort. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Bike is very expensive and plays a role of a part in life. 

Most probably everyone likes to own a motor vehicle. So 

the advancements on the vehicles are initiated by many 

manufacturers and its research works are carried out. This is 

a stage of evolution in the field of automobiles. This 

evolution satisfies the basic requirements and brings comfort 

and luxury to the user. This makes people more passion 

towards the motor vehicles. As it gets evolved more and 

more it is required to be secured but the thing is the motor 

vehicle what is used will be equipped with traditional type 

of security system. The currently using security system is a 

mechanical key which can be duplicated or bypassed in a 

few steps. In order to increase security level of the vehicle 

this project is evolved. This proposed project will provide an 

additional security to the vehicle which is using a traditional 

level of security. This project has two different kinds of 

radio frequency devices which are employed to perform two 

different tasks. One radio frequency device is used to 

control the ignition system through microcontroller and the 

diver circuit using relays in the system. Another type of 

radio frequency device is used mainly for tracking operation 

of the vehicle. This is done in order to increase the level of 

security. First radio frequency device is a low used to 

authenticate the ignition of the vehicle. The next radio 

device is a long range device used to get the exact location 

of the vehicle. In the proposed project use Digimesh in long 

range radio device, the range can be extended by using 

range extender or by adding some more Digimesh devices to 

the network. 

II. METHODS 

There are many different kind of security system is already 

available in the field. These security systems are studied and 

the disadvantages are overcome in the project proposed. The 

major disadvantages using GSM module had been overcome 

by this proposal. The method used is based on the range of 

radio frequency and the topology of the radio frequency 

signal used. This proposal briefs about two kinds of radio 

frequency devices. 

 
Fig. 1: The block diagram of the device in hand 

In the fig 2.1 shown the microcontroller is used to 

generate a set of string and it is made to transmit through the 

Radio Frequency transmitter. This set of transmitter and 

receiver is a very short range radio device of 30 meter 

radius. If the transmitter and the receiver are in range the 

string generated is transmitted to the receiver. The receiver 

sends the received string to the microcontroller shown 

below. This microcontroller is made to control the driver 

circuit so that the relay is operated. The microcontroller is 

programmed to switch on or off the relay circuit as per the 

availability of the string from the radio frequency modules. 

So if the device gets out of range the string cannot reach the 

Radio frequency device installed on the vehicle it makes the 

relay to be set in off position. This connection of relay will 

be in series with the key lock and the kill button of the 

vehicle. If Radio frequency is out of range this relay is 

operated and the connection is open circuited. Hence if the 

intruder tries to start the vehicle when the Radio frequency 

device is out of range this will prevent the action of staring. 

Accidentally if the Radio frequency device is in range the 

vehicle will get started and when the intruder moves some 

distance it makes the vehicle trip to stop when intruder reach 

out of range. 
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Fig. 2: The block diagram of the device in the vehicle 

The connections of the device placed in the vehicle 

are shown in the Fig 2.2. In this block Radio frequency 

receiver used is a very short range device, where as the 

Radio frequency transmitter is of very long range device 

employed with the Digimesh topology. In the proposed 

system the use of Digimesh topology it is possible to extend 

the range of radio device as per requirement mean while the 

device is pre-programmed with Digimesh topology before 

employment. This allows the radio device to provide three 

step securities with the use of PAN id, channel and sender 

receiver address. So the communication of the exact location 

will be communicated only with the user. This gives 

security to the user use the device. As shown in the Fig 2.2. 

GPS and Radio frequency transmitter is placed separately in 

this proposal. This helps to make accessible to device on the 

vehicle out of intruders mind. Power circuit is made 

separatly for both the device on hand and on the vehicle 

which is not shown in the fig2.1 and 2.2. For power circuit 

project use separate battery charged from the existing 

vehicles battery. It is a psychological approach where the 

intruder will search for additional security system in most of 

the case that will be a single device. Else it will be a multi 

device connected together so it is easy for the intruder to 

find and remove the device. Mostly on the rush time while 

accessing the vehicle intruder will search for a single device 

up to his mind. Even ignition security is bypassed in any 

case it is possible to find the exact location using the GPS 

device and the Radio frequency device employed. 

The Fig 2.3 shows the flow of operation of the 

security system proposed. As per the project proposed 

mechanical key is required to turn on the main supply of the 

engine if it is turned on this supply power will reach the rf 

key circuit and check for the condition to turn the rf switch 

on or off if the rf key is in range it automatically goes to on 

state else it go to off state and stop the engine. If the rf ey is 

in on condition the power will reaches security switch. 

Security switch is operated electronically if the security 

system is in on condition then the security system will go 

into on condition automatically. Else the relay will go to off 

condition. If the security system were removed unauthorised 

means the power supply of the security system will be 

interrupted so the security switch stat performing its task of 

securing vehicle by turning the ignition off. If there is no 

issue with the security switch supply will reach ignition 

switch. Ignition switch is a mechanical switch normally 

found in most of the vehicles, if it gets into on state 

mechanically the supply will reach spark plug of the engine. 

If all the conditions are satisfied the vehicle can be ignited.  

 
Fig. 2: Flow Chart for entire Security 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Proposed project give next level security for the existing 

system. The main advantage is all the process will be 

executed background and automatically so there is no 

complexity of operating the security system. The use of 

security system will not be visible even to neighbours until 

the user brief. It also has a tracking system in the proposed 

project.  As the rf module were used it is not required to face 

problems in the “GSM Based Anti-theft Transaction 

System” like sim deactivation, misuse of sim card were 

eliminated. It gives more advantages than GSM based 

system.  In the proposed system the control over Ignition 

adds advantages over “ADVANCED VEHICLE THEFT 

SECURITY SYSTEM USING CAN TECHNOLOGY”. It 

provides user friendliness for the user use the device as well 

as it gives additional amount of security to the vehicle 

without interference of device with the user’s regular 

operational schedule. In the project called “Intelligent Anti-

Theft and Tracking System for Automobiles” the problems 

raised due to usage of GSM modules like cost for SMS were 

reduced. This project provides money less data 

communication where as it is necessary to pay money to the 

telecom owner for each and every message about the 
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location when GSM is used. The use of GSM will make the 

user to suffer in the time of recovery of the vehicle. 

Verification of the SIM activation problems had been solved 

through this project. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Usage of different kind of radio frequency modules brings 

many added advantages over the vehicle. It is assumed to 

play a vital role in the field of security and comfort of the 

user using the vehicles, in the proposed system 

“CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF ADDITIONAL SECURITY 

FOR VEHICLE USING DIGI MESH TOPOLOGY”. This 

project is proposed on the bases on increasing the level of 

comfort in the existing vehicles. Even though it involves 

many complexes methodology it is made to get processed on 

the background of the project. It is designed to be operated 

by everyone, so the complex in operating the device is 

reduced extremely by implementation of background 

operation of the device. This is focused to be user-friendly 

and next level of security to the existing automobile. This 

project is made portable so probably it can be installed on 

any recent kind of automobiles. The size of the device is 

also reduced in order to be fitted comfortably on the 

vehicles. 
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